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Orientational states and phase transitions induced by microtextured substrates

Tie-Zheng Qian and Ping Sheng
Department of Physics, The Hong Kong University of Science and Technology, Clear Water Bay, Kowloon, Hong Kong

~Received 27 February 1997!

We study the orientational states induced in nematic liquid crystals by microtextured substrates with a
spatially mixed pattern of different aligning potentials on the mesoscopic scale, i.e., on the order of 0.5mm or
less. We show that within the Landau–de Gennes framework, the existence of a finite elastic correlation length
leads to the prediction of multiple~temperature-dependent! bulk orientational states, separated by phase tran-
sition~s!. For an alternating stripe pattern of planar and homeotropic aligning potentials, we find three orien-
tational states, denoted by the alignment of their bulk directors as thex, the y, and theyz states. Herez is
normal to the substrate,y is parallel to the stripes, and the texturing is along thex direction. In particular, there
is a first order phase transition between the two states with the bulk directors in thex direction and in the
yz plane. This transition can be induced by varying either the texturing periodicity or the temperature, or
through the application of an electric field in thez direction. For nematic liquid crystals sandwiched between
two similarly textured substrates, an analysis of the electric-field-induced effects shows that the effective
anchoring strength of the textured substrates is tunable as a function of either the texturing periodicity or the
temperature. When the anchoring is weak, a field-induced orientational transition is found to be possible at
applied voltages lower than that of the Fre´edericksz transition.@S1063-651X~97!10906-0#

PACS number~s!: 64.70.Md, 61.30.Cz, 68.45.2v
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I. INTRODUCTION

The study of substrate-induced alignments is import
for both the physical understanding of substrate-liqu
crystal ~LC! interactions and the design of LC display d
vices. Properly treated substrates are known to induce p
erential bulk alignment in LCs. Most prior studies on t
subject have been focused on uniform substrates. Perfe
uniform substrates are rare, however, and conventionally
uniform substrates one usually means those samples w
the microstructure scale is much smaller than the LC ela
correlation length, to be defined below~Sec. III!.

For a uniform substrate, substrate-LC interaction can
sult in liquid crystalline order within the boundary laye
close to the substrates, even when there is no bulk orde
at temperatures above the nematic-isotropic transition t
peratureTNI . BelowTNI the effect of a uniform substrate i
mostly to anchor the bulk director through a boundary la
that exhibits a slight variation of liquid crystalline order. Th
LC elastic correlation length serves as the basic length s
for the imperfectly ordered interfacial layer. There have be
a large number of theoretical and experimental studies
such local ordering near the substrates. Close to and a
TNI it has been shown that there can be three phenom
associated with the boundary layer:~1! partial and complete
wetting, ~2! the boundary layer phase transition, and~3! the
biaxial state. In~1!, the partially ordered boundary layer
viewed as the wetting of the interface by an ordered
phase. As the temperature approachesTNI from above, the
thickness of the ordered layer can be either finite~partial
wetting! or infinite ~complete wetting!, depending on the
relative strength of the LC-substrate interaction. These
distinct cases have both been experimentally observed@1#. It
has also been predicted that a phase transition, of firs
second order, can occur in an ordered boundary layer
temperature aboveTNI if the LC-substrate interaction i
551063-651X/97/55~6!/7111~10!/$10.00
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within the appropriate range@2,3#. This phenomenon, also
called the prewetting transition, is, to the best our know
edge, yet to be observed. For phenomenon~3!, it has been
predicted and experimentally observed that biaxial order
can exist in the boundary layer@3,4#. By biaxiality, one
means that there can be two nonzero order parameters a
two local orthogonal axes. In mathematical terms this me
that in the principal local frame where the tensor order

rameterQJ is diagonal, there are two independent diago
elements. Theoretical studies have shown that aboveTNI ,
strong planar alignment potential can cause spontane
symmetry breaking that results in biaxial ordering in t
boundary layer@3#. A recent experiment@4# has indeed found
that the first LC monolayer at the polyimide-coated substr
can possess strong biaxial character, which must be
scribed by a tensor order parameter. The use of the te
order parameter in this case proves to be not only necess
but also sufficient for the accurate prediction of the bu
orientational state through the Landau–de Gennes forma
— the predicted and measured bulk tilt angles were show
agree accurately@4#, demonstrating the validity and accurac
of the phenomenological model based on the tensor o
parameter. In this work, the Landau–de Gennes formalism
the basis of all our calculations.

In contrast with prior studies on uniform substrates, t
work is concerned with phenomena that can be induced
microtextured substrates, i.e., sample substrates where
microstructure scale is purposely made larger than the
elastic correlation length, but still in the mesoscopic ran
In this context, it should be mentioned that there have b
prior works that examined the effective alignment induc
by inhomogeneous substrates@5–7#. Berreman@5# first stud-
ied the anchoring effect of a periodically undulating surfa
where the surface anchoring is locally strong. Faetti@6# gen-
eralized Berreman’s results by taking into account the m
7111 © 1997 The American Physical Society
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7112 55TIE-ZHENG QIAN AND PING SHENG
nitude of the local anchoring energy. Barberoet al. @7# fur-
ther considered a flat solid surface textured into a perio
structure along one direction in the plane, with two altern
ing easy axes. They showed that an effective easy axis
result for bulk alignment. However, all those prior studies
inhomogeneous substrates were based on the Frank-O
elastic theory, which considers only the distortion ene
associated with the spatial variation of the director. The
glect of the spatial variation of the liquid crystalline ord
means that the elastic correlation length is essentially infi
in the Frank-Oseen theory@8#. That means the substrate in
homogeneity is effectively homogenized, and the effect
alignment is the only phenomenon that can result.

In this work, we consider, besides the distortion energy
the directors, also that associated with the spatial variatio
the liquid crystalline order parameter. It is shown that with
the more complete and accurate theoretical framework, th
can be more than a single~temperature-dependent! bulk
alignment state, together with phase transition~s! between the
induced states. Moreover, the effective anchoring stren
can be tuned, giving rise to field-induced effects at volta
below the Fre´edericksz transition voltage.

II. STATEMENT OF RESULTS

We consider the possible orientational states that can
induced by micro-textured substrates with a spatially mix
pattern of different aligning potentials on the mesosco
scale, i.e., on the order of 0.5mm. For a stripe pattern o
alternating planar and homeotropic aligning conditio
shown in Fig. 1~a!, we find that there are three orientation
states@9#. In each of these states, close to the substrate
boundary layer, whose thickness is proportional to the p
odicity of the textured pattern and that exhibits apprecia
elastic distortion. Above the boundary layer is the bulk
gion where the liquid crystalline order is uniaxial with
uniform bulk director. The three states, denoted as thex, the
y, and theyz states, have their bulk directors in thex and the
y directions, and in theyz plane, respectively. The directo
configurations of thex state and theyz state are schemati
cally illustrated in Fig. 1. Herez is normal to the substrate
y is parallel to the stripes, and the stripe texturing is alo
the x direction. In theyz state, the tilt angle of the bulk
director, as measured from thexy plane, can vary betwee
7 and 40° as a function of temperature and/or texturing
riodicity. The existence of those states is found to result fr
the competition between the elastic energy in the bound
layer, induced by the microtexturing, and the surface ali
ment potential. When the texturing periodicityP is very
large as compared to the elastic correlation length, the ela
energy is small, and the surface alignment potential do
nates the behavior in the boundary layer. This leads to
yz state. WhenP decreases, the elastic energy can incre
to the extent where it is comparable to the surface alignm
potential. Further decrease ofP results in the unfavorably
large elastic energy, and a transition becomes possibl
state~s! where the elastic distortion is small, at the expense
disobeying the surface alignment potential. Two states
found to be possible: thex state and they state. Through an
analysis of the rotational and space-reversal symmetry p
erties of the system, coupled with a simple model, it
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shown that thex state is the stable phase and they state the
metastable one. Furthermore, we find that there can be a
order phase transition between thex and theyz states. The
transition can be observed by varying either the tempera
or the texturing periodicity, or through the application of a
electric field in thez direction. The field-induced transition
in a sandwiched LC cell is found to be possible at a volta
lower than that of the Fre´edericksz transition, i.e., when th
field-induced distortion lengthjE is larger than the cell thick-
nessd. This is shown to be possible because the existenc
the induced phases implies that close to the transition po
the surface anchoring is effectively weak.

This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. III we pres
the Landau–de Gennes formalism for our model. In Sec.
the numerical procedure for locating the stable and the m
stable states is outlined, and the existence of three bulk
entational states, namely, thex state, they state, and the
yz state, is shown. By examining the large and small peri
icity limits, we explain why there can be three locally an
potentially globally stable states. In Sec. V, we demonstr
the existence of a first order phase transition from theyz
state to thex state upon the variation of the substrate pe
odicity and/or the temperature. For completeness, the vir
transition from the metastableyz state to the metastabley
state is also analyzed. In Sec. VI, we discuss the effect
applied electric field on nematic liquid crystals sandwich
between two similarly microtextured substrates. With app

FIG. 1. Schematic illustration of the textured stripe pattern w
alternating homeotropic and planar alignment conditions. The di
tors of the two bulk orientational states are shown at right.~b! The
director configurations of theyz state and thex state in the transi-
tion layer.
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55 7113ORIENTATIONAL STATES AND PHASE TRANSITIONS . . .
priate surface potential constants, it is shown that when
cell thickness is on the order of several micrometers, an
plied voltage on the order of a few volts is sufficient
induce a first order transition from theyz state to thex state,
provided the starting state is not far from the transition po
The field-induced phase transition effectively implies th
microtexturing offers a systematic approach to continuou
vary the anchoring strength. We conclude in Sec. VII with
discussion of future works.

III. THE MODEL

Consider a semi-infinite nematic liquid crystal~NLC!
sample interfaced with a substrate that is textured into a
riodic stripe pattern. The system is in the half spacez>0 and
the substrate is defined to be atz50. In the Landau–de
Gennes formalism, the local ordering of a NLC is mac
scopically described by a second-rank traceless, symm

tensor order parameterQJ , which has five independent com
ponents. Expansion of the free energy density in a po

series ofQJ gives the standard expression of the free ene
@10#:

FB5E d3r 12 ~aQi j
21L1Qi j ,k

2 1L2Qi j , jQik,k!2bQi jQjkQki

1g~Qi j
2 !2. ~1!

Herea, L1, L2, b, andg are phenomenological constant
the indicesi , j ,k running from 1 to 3 with the correspon
dence 1↔x,2↔y,3↔z, summation over repeatedi , j ,k indi-
ces is implied, and the comma in the subscript means der

tive with respect to the spatial coordinate that follows.QJ can
be diagonalized at any spatial pointr . If two of the three
diagonal elements are equal, then the local ordering

uniaxial andQJ can be written asS(3nn21)/2 whereS re-
flects the uniaxial liquid crystalline order andn is the direc-
tor. To relate the phenomenological constants to those c
ventionally encountered in the uniaxial case, we substi

QJ5S(3nn21)/2 into Eq.~1! to yield

f B
U5a~T2T* !S22BS31CS41

3

4S L11 1

6
L2D @¹S#2

1
3

8
L2@n•¹S#21

9

4
S2H S L11 1

2
L2D @¹•n#2

1L1@n•¹3n#21S L11 1

2
L2D @n3¹3n#2J

1
3

2
L2S@¹•n#@n•¹S#1

3

4
L2S@n3¹3n#•¹S, ~2!

where a(T2T* )53a/4, T* is the supercooling tempera
ture,B53b/4, andC59g/4. In casen(r ) is uniform, only
the first five terms in Eq.~2! survive. The sixth term is ex
pressed in the familiar form of splay,@¹•n#2, twist,
@n•¹3n#2, and bend,@n3¹3n#2, distortions, concerning
the spatial variation ofn(r ), with respective elastic constan
given by Ksplay5

9
2S

2(L111/2L2), K twist5
9
2S

2L1, and
e
p-
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9
2S

2(L11
1
2L2). The last two terms represent the co

pling between the spatial variations ofn(r ) andS(r ). From
Eqs.~1! and~2!, it is clear that one can define a length sca
from the ratio between the coefficient~s! of the gradient
terms and those of the nongradient term~s!. Such length
scale~s! is ~are! denoted the elastic correlation length~s! in
this paper.

In the absence of any surface interaction potential,
bulk state in equilibrium is uniform. MinimizingFB with

respect to a uniformQJ (r ) yields the uniaxial state characte
ized by an orientational order parameterS and a directorn.
For the semi-infinite sample inz>0, the equilibrium bulk
state atz→` must be uniform and thus uniaxial, since ot
erwise the elastic distortion energy would diverge. Howev
when a NLC interacts with the substrate atz50 via a surface
interaction potential, deviation in the surface order parame

from the bulk value is expected. Consequently,QJ (r ) would
inevitably exhibit spatial variation close to the substra
Several elastic correlation lengths of the same order can
defined from Eq.~1!. For a uniform substrate, the spati

variation ofQJ (r … in thez direction exists only in the bound
ary layer, with the LC elastic correlation length,

D5ALC

B2 ,

as its characteristic length unit, whereL5 3
4L11

1
2L2.

Assuming the stripe pattern at textured substrate is p
odic in thex direction, we write the surface interaction po
tential as

FS5E d3r f S@QJ ~r !,x#d~z!, ~3!

in which f S@QJ ,x#, the local density of interaction energy,
a periodic function ofx with the periodicityP. To quadratic

order inQJ , f S@QJ ,x# can be modeled as

f S@QJ ,x#5g1~x!z•QJ •z1g2~x!TrQJ 21g3~x!~z•QJ •z!2

1g4~x!z•QJ 2
•z, ~4!

so long as the local alignment axis off S is normal to the
substrate. In this work, we assume the textured pattern
consist of alternating stripes of equal widthP/2, with either
the homeotropic or the planar aligning potential. Both alig
ment potentials are noted to havez as the local ordering axis
@2,3#. For the planar case, however, spontaneous symm
breaking is a distinct possibility, which can lead to biax
order in the boundary layer@3#. As shown in Refs.@2,3#, the

term linear inQJ is dominant in either the homeotropic or th
planar case. We thus adopt the following expression ofFS :

FS5E d3r @G~x!Q33d~z!#, ~5!

where the surface coupling constantG is noted to be a func-
tion of x. It is equal to2Gn in the homeotropic region and t
Gp in the planar region, withGn ,Gp.0.
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7114 55TIE-ZHENG QIAN AND PING SHENG
Writing the total free energyF5FB1FS in the dimen-
sionless form as

C5
F

D3B4/C3 5CB1CS , ~6!

we obtain the bulk free energy

CB5E d3zW H ~ t1 1
4 !~ 2

3 Q̄i j
2 !2 4

3 Q̄i j Q̄jkQ̄ki1~ 2
3 Q̄i j

2 !2

1
2

312r
Q̄i j ,k
2 1

2r

312r
Q̄i j , j Q̄ik,kJ , ~7!

and the surface free energy

CS5E d3zW @g~z1!Q̄33d~z3!#. ~8!

Here Q̄i j5CQi j /B is the dimensionless order parameter,D
is the length unit that characterizes the distance over wh
the order parameter can vary significantly,zW5r /D,
t5(T2TNI)/4(TNI2T* ) with 4(TNI2T* )5B2/aC being
the temperature unit,r5L2 /L1, andg is the dimensionless
surface coupling constant in the unit ofG05DB3/C2. For
5CB ~where CB denotes cyano biphenyl!, a50.065 J/cm
3K, B50.53 J/cm3, C50.98 J/cm3, L54.5310214 J/cm,
and r.1 @2,3#. Accordingly, we have D540 Å,
G050.614 erg/cm2, and the temperature unit is 4.4 K. Th
values ofgn50.05 andgp50.08 are used in our numerica
computation that follows@11#.

IV. BULK ORIENTATIONAL STATES

The LC equilibrium state is given by the order parame
configuration, which minimizes the free energy function
To obtain the configurationQ̄i j (zW ), which minimizes the to-
tal free energyC, we use the fourth order finite differenc
scheme to discretize the derivatives and employ the co
gate gradient method to seek the optimal configuration.
experience shows that the global optimal state is invaria
obtained starting from random configurations except near
first order transition point, to be specified below. Close to
transition point, the continuation method was applied to
tain the desired state, i.e., the optimal configuration at e
step is used as the starting configuration for the next step
this way, global optimal configuration in one regime may
used to obtain the metastable~locally optimal! configuration
in other regime~s!. Thermally stable and metastable states
thus identified around the transition point. Accuracy of t
calculation is checked in two ways. First, the conjugate g
dient method was found to minimize the free energy to
accuracy of 1027. Second, by doubling the number of spat
points, we find the shift in minimized free energy is less th
0.2%, while the shift in the critical values of the transitio
temperature or the critical texture periodicity are on the or
of 2%.
h
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A. Large- and small-periodicity limits

Given a surface potentialf S@QJ (z50)#, which is uniform

in the xy plane, the optimalQ̄i j (zW ) state is determined
as follows. At fixed temperaturet,0, minimizing

(t1 1
4)(

2
3Q̄i j

2 )2 4
3Q̄i j Q̄jkQ̄ki1( 23Q̄i j

2 )2, yields Q̄i j (z→`)
5u(t)(3nBinB j21)/2, withu(t)5(31A1232t)/8 and bulk
directornB to be determined by the condition that under t
above boundary condition atz5`, the minimization of the
total free energy functional should give the lowest free e
ergy.

For the homeotropic aligning potential, the easy direct
of alignment is normal to the surface while for the plan
aligning potential, all in-plane directions are degenera
Texturing the substrate into a stripe pattern thereby gener
distinct domains of homeotropic or planar-aligned LC ord
close to the substrate, with domain walls separating the
tinct alignment regions. In thez direction, there are also two
distinct regions of liquid crystalline order. Close to the su
strate and extending about a fewP’s into the LC sample is
the boundary layer region. Here the LC orientation tends
follow the local preferred directions of the substrate alig
ment potentials, with domain walls separating the homeo
pic from the planar alignments. Extending fromz of a few
P’s to z→` is the bulk region. Here the domain walls di
appear~since otherwise the elastic distortion energy wou
diverge!, and the LC order is uniaxial, aligned along a bu
orientational director. The global optimal state for a textur
stripe pattern substrate can be qualitatively deduced for
cases ofP→0 andP→`.

As P→`, the directors in each potential region are ab
to adjust themselves in order to lower the surface ene
The cost is an appreciable elastic distortion in the dom
walls separating the neighboring alignment regions. Num
cally we obtain the optimal state with the bulk director lyin
in the yz plane and making a nonzero tilt angleu as mea-
sured from thexy plane. The so-denotedyz state’s bulk
director and the transition layer are illustrated schematic
in Fig. 1. Why theyz plane is selected as the easy directi
in the planar regions is physically understandable beca
the twist elastic constant is always smaller than the splay
the bend elastic constants as long asr.0. Since the elastic
distortion of theyz state along thex axis is mostly of twist
character, the elastic distortion energy is thus minimiz
without having to increase the surface energy. Since the
rector far away from the substrate has to be uniform, it ha
be in theyz plane. This determines theP→` limiting state
as the ‘‘yz state.’’

As P→0, the textured substrate behaves as an effec
medium since its periodicity is much shorter than the L
elastic correlation length. The director configuration close
the substrate is therefore nearly uniform and the bulk direc
is approximately given by the easy direction for
uniform substrate with surface interaction potent
1
2(gp2gn)Q̄33(z350). If gp.gn as assumed in this work
the bulk director is expected to lie in thexy plane. However,
what should be the azimuthal anglef, measured from the
x axis, for the bulk director in the optimal state asP→0?
From our numerical calculations, we find the global optim
state has the bulk director in thex direction, denoted thex
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55 7115ORIENTATIONAL STATES AND PHASE TRANSITIONS . . .
state. The state with the bulk director in they direction,
denoted they state, is metastable. Below we give a physi
explanation for the stability of thex state.

B. Origin of the x state: Rotational symmetry
breaking and biaxiality

To better understand the origin of thex state, we first turn
to the rotational symmetry properties of the system. Cons

a uniform substrate with surface potentialf S@QJ #d(z). In that
case the spatial dependence of the order parameter is
along thez direction, and the bulk free energy is invaria
under the rotation about the z axis, i.e.,

FB@QJ (r )#5FB@RQJ (r )R21#, whereR is of the form

F cosv sinv 0

2sinv cosv 0

0 0 1
G ,

andR21 is the inverse ofR. Herev denotes the rotation

angle about thez axis. If f S@QJ # is also rotationally invariant,

as expressed byf S@QJ ,x# in Eq. ~4! without thex dependence
of the g constants, then the whole system possesses
tional symmetry about thez axis. Texturing the substrat
introduces anx dependence intoQi j and breaks the rota
tional symmetry ofFB through the terms proportional toL2
~i.e., if L250, thenFB would be rotationally invariant!. The
optimalyz state in the largeP limit is a manifestation of the
symmetry breaking due to theL2 term since the three Frank
Oseen elastic constants obeyK twist,Ksplay5Kbend if r.0
~i.e., L2.0).

TheL2 term is responsible for determining the bulk dire
tor in the optimal state asP→0. From Eq.~1!, we find that
if Q12(r )5Q23(r )50, then functional differentiation yields

dF

dQ12~r !
50,

dF

dQ23~r !
50,

providedQi j ,250, which is always valid for the stripe pa
tern. That means it is possible to obtain a locally or globa
optimal state withQ12[0 andQ23[0. The numerical results
show that both thex state and they state are indeed given b
the three nonzero independent componentsQ11, Q22 and
Q13, with the bulk valuesQ̄115u, Q̄2252u/2, Q̄1350 in
the x state, andQ̄1152u/2, Q̄225u, Q̄1350 in they state.
Close to the substrate, the order parameter deviates from
bulk value and exhibits spatial variation and biaxiality (Q13
Þ0) in response to the surface interaction potential, as s
matically depicted in Fig. 1 for thex state. To explain why
the x state can be lower in energy than they state, it is
crucial to note thatuQ̄13u is always much larger in thex state
than in they state, as verified by numerical calculation
Physically this is reasonable because the order param
along thex direction,Q11, is larger in thex state. We turn to
the explicit form of theL2 term,

1
2 L2@~Q11,11Q13,3!

21~Q31,11Q33,3!
2#,

in which the two terms within the parentheses are alw
found to be opposite in sign, in either thex state or they
l

er

nly

ta-

y

the

e-

.
ter

s

state. For biaxial distortion, the effective elastic constant
thex state is therefore smaller than that in they state because
of the larger uQ13u, which in turn gives rise to a large
uQ13u for thex state, as seen below. So the cause and co
quence are consistent. Accordingly, the order parameters
better adjust to the the surface potential in thex state, and the
surface energy is therefore lowered as compared to thy
state.

A simple model can make concrete the above consid
ations. In either thex or they state, the order parameter

z50 deviates from its bulk valueQJ B . Suppose the total free

energy of a uniform configurationQJ (r )5QJ B , is denoted by
F0. The total free energy in thex or the y state can be
expressed asF5F01dFS1dFE , in which dFS and dFE
are the surface and the elastic distortion energies cause

the deviation ofQJ (x,y,z50) from QJ B . In response to the
surface interaction potential, such deviations always m
dFS,0, dFE.0, and dFS1dFE,0, as seen below. We
introduce a single parameterq, which measures the mea
deviation of surface order parameters from the bulk val
dFS anddFE can thus be expressed asc1q andc2q2, respec-
tively, with c1 , c2.0. This is becausedFS can be positive
or negative, depending on the direction of the deviation
surface, and is therefore directly associated with the sign
q. On the other hand,dFE is always positive, sinceFB itself

is minimized byQJ (r )5QJ B . Therefore for smalluqu, dFS is
linear inq while dFE is quadratic inq. By minimizing

F5F01c1q1c2q
2,

we get qs52c1/2c2, with dFS52c1
2/2c2 and

dFE5c1
2/4c2. It is readily seen that the smaller the effectiv

elastic constantc2, the better the surface adjustment of ord
parameters would be~which, among other things, would giv
rise to a largeruQ13u). Consequently, the surface energy d
creases while the elastic energy increases with increa
c2. The total free energydF5dF02c1

2/4c2, on the other
hand, always decreases with decreasingc2. These results are
verified by our numerical solutions, which show that the s
face energy is lower in thex state, while the elastic energy i
higher. The reverse is the case in they state. Just as in ou
simple explanation, thex state is found to have the overa
lower free energy. Thus the smaller effective elastic cons
of the x state, resulting from the biaxiality of the bounda
layer, is the source of the equilibriumx state in theP→0
limit.

V. PHASE TRANSITIONS

A. The first order phase transition

With the twoP→` andP→0 limiting equilibrium states
found to be distinct, a transition between the two is ine
table asP, or other relevant control parameter, is varie
Numerical calculations have been carried out only
22<t,0 because the Landau–de Gennes free energy
pression becomes inaccurate far below the nematic-isotr
transition point. We find that in a wide range ofP, the yz
state and thex state can both exist, with one being stab
~globally optimal! and the other metastable, while they state
is always metastable. At a fixed temperature, as the textu
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periodicity decreases, the bulk director of theyz state gradu-
ally turns to thexy plane and finally merges with they state
whenP is sufficiently small. However, before this can ha
pen, a first order transition from theyz state to thex state
must occur since thex state is the true ground state fo
P→0. In Fig. 2, the bulk director’s tilt angleu and azi-
muthal anglef are depicted as a function ofP, at fixed
t521.0. It is noted that the first order transition occurs
Pc547.3D. The same transition can be observed by vary
the temperature aroundt521.0 if P is fixed at some value
close to 50D. In Fig. 3, the tilt angle of the bulk director i
depicted as a function oft, at fixedP547.5D. The first order
transition is noted to occur att521.017. In Fig. 4, the tota
free energies of the three orientational states are plotted
function of P at fixed t521.0. The existence of the firs
order phase transition atPc547.3D is characterized by the
crossing of theyz state free energy with thex state free
energy, indicated by arrows.

The first order phase transition is physically understa
able from the competition between surface and elastic e

FIG. 2. Variation of the tilt angleu, measured from thexy
plane, and the azimuthal anglef, defined relative to thex axis,
plotted as a function of substrate texture periodicityP at fixed
t521.0. The solid line denotes theu variation; the dashed line
denotes thef variation. The dotted line denotes the tilt angle var
tion of the metastableyz state. A first order phase transition is note
at P547.3D.

FIG. 3. Variation of the tilt angleu, plotted as a function of
temperaturet for fixed P547.5D. The dotted line denotes the ti
angle variation of the metastableyz state. A first order phase tran
sition is noted att521.017.
t
g

s a

-
r-

gies. Compared with thex state, theyz state exhibits a large
elastic distortion but a better surface adjustment of the or
parameters at the substrate. AsP decreases to the critica
point Pc , the elastic distortion energy is increased to t
extent that it becomes possible to achieve a lower ove
energy by sacrificing the surface adjustment, if the ela
distortion energy can be lowered at the same time. This i
fact achieved by thex state. From the point of view of low-
ering the temperature, a similar case can be made bec
lowering the temperature increases the uniaxial order par
eteru. Since the three Frank-Oseen elastic constants ar
proportional tou2, the elastic distortion energy is thus in
creased. Meanwhile, the surface energy is proportiona
2u. Consequently, ast is lowered, one can have the sam
first order phase transition as decreasingP. A rough estimate
shows that the elastic energy stored in the two adjac
stripes is proportional tou2P0. The surface energy, on th
other hand, is roughly proportional to2uP. Hence the com-
petition between the elastic energy and the surface en
leads to a critical periodicityPc approximately proportiona
to u. Therefore, lowering temperature increasesPc , and
similarly for Tc . It is worthwhile to note thatPc547.3D at
tc521.0 and Pc8547.5D at tc8521.017, so
Pc8/Pc>@u(tc8)/u(tc)#

0.8. The above argument also leads
the prediction that the dimensionless critical periodic
Pc /D can be raised by choosing a smaller dimensionl
surface coupling constantgp , with gp /gn andr fixed, since
the smallergp is the less competitive the surface ener
would be, andPc /D is thereby raised by the relatively en
hanced importance of the elastic distortion energy.

B. The virtual second order phase transition

On the smallP ~or lowerT) side of the first order phas
transition, theyz state is metastable. With further decrease
P or T, the tilt angle in theyz state approaches zero, and t

FIG. 4. Variation of the total free energy per unit area plotted
a function of substrate texture periodicityP at fixedt521.0.C is
the dimensionless total free energy andA is the dimensionless tota
area on whichC is calculated. The solid line with open squar
denotes theyz state, the long-dashed line with open circles deno
the x state, and the short-dashed line with open diamonds den
they state. The arrows indicate the the first order phase transitio
P547.3D and the virtual second order phase transition
P546.0D.
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yz state merges with they state. This is shown by the til
angle variation depicted in Figs. 2 and 3, and by the f
energy variation plotted as a function ofP in Fig. 4. It can be
regarded as a virtual second order phase transition bec
the order parameter configuration changes continuously,
a transition occurs in symmetry. From Figs. 2 and 4, it
noted that the virtual second order phase transition occu
Ps546.0D for fixed t521.0. To elaborate on this point, w
turn to the space-reversal symmetry of the system. With
origin of the coordinate system defined at the center o
stripe chosen arbitrarily, the free energy function

F@QJ (r )# is invariant under thex-reversal transformation
i.e.,

Q11~x,y,z!→Q11~2x,y,z!, Q22~x,y,z!→Q22~2x,y,z!,

Q12~x,y,z!→2Q12~2x,y,z!,
~9!

Q13~x,y,z!→2Q13~2x,y,z!,

Q23~x,y,z!→Q23~2x,y,z!,

and also they-reversal transformation, i.e.,

Q11~x,y,z!→Q11~x,2y,z!, Q22~x,y,z!→Q22~x,2y,z!,

Q12~x,y,z!→2Q12~x,2y,z!,
~10!

Q23~x,y,z!→2Q23~x,2y,z!,

Q13~x,y,z!→Q13~x,2y,z!.

From numerical solutions, we find that if the bulk order p
rameter in any optimal state is invariant under either of
above two transformations, then the whole order param
configuration is invariant under the same transformation.
the yz state, since the bulk director is in theyz plane, the
bulk order parameter, with three nonzero independent c
ponents Q11, Q22, and Q23, is invariant under the
x-reversal transformation, and the whole configuration d
show thatQ11, Q22, andQ23 are symmetric, whileQ12 and
Q13 are antisymmetric, with respect tox reversal. For thex
and they states, the bulk order parameters, with the t
nonzero independent componentsQ11 andQ22, are invariant
under each of the two transformations, and the whole c
figuration shows thatQ12 andQ23 vanish everywhere, while
Q11 andQ22 are symmetric,Q13 is antisymmetric, with re-
spect tox reversal. Here they-reversal invariance and th
uniformity in the y direction lead toQ1250 andQ2350
while the x-reversal invariance results in the antisymmet

Q13. AsQJ (z→`) is uniform, any antisymmetric componen
with respect tox reversal has to vanish atz→` in all the
three states.

Due to the invariance ofF under they-reversal transfor-
mation, there must be two degenerateyz states, mutually
related by Eq.~10!. When the virtual second order pha
transition occurs, the twoyz states become identical an
merge into a singley state. In the limit of small tilt angle
u.0, the bulk order parameters of the twoyz states
are given by Q̄11

B 52u/2, Q̄22
B 5u(123u2/2), and Q̄23

B

563u/2. The energy difference between they and theyz
e
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states,Fy2Fyz , is thus anevenfunction of bulkQ23
B , and

may be expanded in a power series ofQ23
B as

Fy2Fyz5R~P!~Q23
B !21S~P!~Q23

B !4, ~11!

whereR(P) and S(P) are P-dependent phenomenologic
parameters for a fixed temperature. The expansion is to
quartic order inQ23

B , valid for smalluQ23
B u. From the numeri-

cal solutions, we find that close to the second order transi
pointPs , u is proportional toAP2Ps while Fy2Fyz is pro-
portional to (P2Ps)

2, as depicted in Figs. 5 and 6. Suc
mean field behaviors can be obtained through a minimiza
of the free energy difference in Eq.~11!, if we follow the
Landau mean field approach for second order phase tra
tion and chooseR(P)5r (P2Ps) andSP5S, wherer and
S areP independent. In case the periodicity is fixed, the
are similar mean field behaviors for the tilt angle and t

FIG. 5. Variation of the tilt angleu, plotted as a function of
substrate texture periodicityP in the proximity of the virtual second
order phase transition pointPs546.0D at fixedt521.0. The solid
circles represent the values ofu obtained through the minimization
of total free energy. The dashed line represents a square roo
pendence onP2Ps .

FIG. 6. Variation of the free energy difference, plotted as
function of substrate texture periodicityP in the proximity of the
virtual second order phase transition pointPs546D at fixed
t521.0. The solid circles represent the free energy difference
tained in the minimization of total free energy. The dashed l
delineates a quadratic dependence onP2Ps . Cyz andCy are the
dimensionless total free energies of theyz and y states, respec-
tively, andA denotes the dimensionless area of the substrate.
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energy difference, i.e.,u}AT2Ts, andFy2Fyz}(T2Ts)
2,

which can be obtained by a similar Landau mean field
sumption.

C. The role of the tensor order parameter

It is worthwhile to compare the present study with som
prior works, which adopted the Frank-Oseen elastic free
ergy expression as the starting point. Barberoet al. @7# con-
sidered a solid surface textured into a periodic structure
wavelengthl along thex direction, with two alternating eas
axes. They used a surface energy expressionf S(n•ne)
52 1

2w(n•ne)
2 in each of the two potential regions, whe

ne is the easy axis,n is the director at the surface, an
w.0 is the coupling constant. The bulk alignment thus o
tained is only an effective easy direction. That is a dir
consequence of the constrained variation of the order par
eter, as pointed out in the Introduction. If we use a uniax

order parameterQJ5S(3nn21)/2 with a fixedS at a given
temperature, then the Landau–de Gennes free energy ex
sion is identical with the Frank-Oseen elastic distortion

ergy expression. Using the same uniaxialQJ , we also have
the surface energies of the form12wp(n•z)

2 and 2 1
2

wn(n•z)
2 for the planar and the homeotropic potentials

spectively, withwp ,wn.0. A simplified formulation of the
problem, of a similar form to that in Ref.@7#, is thus derived.
The only optimal state we can thus obtain is theyz state, in
which the tilt angle turns to thexy plane gradually asP or
t is lowered. With theyz state as the only optimal stat
everywhere, no first order transition can be found. T
shows that the tensor character of the liquid crystalline or
is crucial in giving rise to the substrate-induced states
phase transitions discussed above.

VI. FIELD-INDUCED EFFECTS

So far the orientational states and the phase transitions
discussed in the absence of any externally applied electr
magnetic field. In this section we consider the effects of
applied electric field. Effects due to magnetic field are e
pected to be similar and therefore would not be repeated.
electric field-induced free energy is@10#

FE5E dr H 2
1

8p
E•DJ , ~12!

whereD is the electric displacement field, which is related

the electric fieldE by D5 eJ E. eJ is the local dielectric ten-
sor, given by

eJ5
1

3
~e i12e'!1

2ea
3
QJ , ~13!

whereea5e i2e' is the maximum dielectric anisotropy. I
the limit of small ea , i.e., uea /e iu!1, the electric field is
almost uniform. We first discuss the effects of an elec
field applied perpendicular to the substrate~s!.
-
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A. The vertical field case

For electric field applied perpendicular to the substra
the field-induced free energy can be written in the dime
sionless form as

CE52
ea

ueau
E2

3E0
2E dzWQ̄33~zW !, ~14!

whereE05A4pB3/ueauC2 is the unit of field strength. Here
we discuss the case of negativeea . Since theyz state has a
finite tilt angle measured from thexy plane, the vertical elec-
tric field is in favor of thex state. For a sample of infinite
thickness, thex state is the only stable state as long as
field strength is nonzero. Here we consider the nematic
uid crystal in a cell of thicknessd, sandwiched between two
similarly textured substrates. In the regimed@P, the thick-
ness of the boundary layer is much less thand, and the free
energy contribution from the boundary layers is negligib
Thus we can useQ̄335u(3n3n321)/2 withu determined by
t only, and drop then-independent part inCE . In essence,
the field-induced free energy is calculated within the Fra
Oseen framework. If the system is in thex state, thenCE is
almost zero since the bulk director is perpendicular to thz
direction. For the system in theyz state, on the other hand
due to the finite tilt angleu of the bulkn, the field-induced
free energy is positive~sinceea,0), and can be comparabl
to the difference between the free energies stored in
boundary layers of thex and theyz states. Suppose the en
ergy difference between thex and theyz states, denoted by
cx2cyz5dc, is positive for certainP and t. The critical
voltageVc is defined by the point at whichCE.dc. This
mechanism of field-induced transition should be contras
with that for the Fre´edericksz transition, where the transitio
occurs when the elastic-field-induced correlation leng
given byjE;A4pK twist /ueauSE2, is equal to or smaller than
the cell thicknessd. This implies that the critical voltage fo
the Fréedericksz transition is independent ofd. Here, if the
critical voltageVc is lower thanVF5A4pK twist /ueauS, we
observe that the field-induced distortion of the director co
figuration is very weak before the field-induced transiti
occurs, since forV,Vc,VF the field coherence length
jE;A4pK twist /ueauSE2 would be larger than the cell thick
nessd. We can thus adopt first order perturbation appro
mation, i.e., the field-induced free energy in theyz state is
calculated by assuming the director configuration rema
unchanged in the presence of the electric field to the ze
order. The validity of such an approximation can be co
firmed by the numerical results, which show that the chan
of the tilt angle at the middle plane is less than 7% when
applied voltage is close to but lower thanVF . So long as this
approximation is valid, the field-induced energyCE is pro-
portional to E2d5V2/d, and the critical voltageVc , ob-
tained by settingCE5dc, is therefore proportional toAd. It
follows that there exists a maximum cell thicknessdF be-
yond whichVc.VF , and the approximation would brea
down. If the startingyz state is sufficiently close to the firs
order transition point,dF is found to be large and experimen
tally accessible. Below we make these considerations m
quantitative.
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The field-induced energyCE is approximately given by

CE5
E2

2E0
2usin

2uAd/D3, ~15!

where u5(31A1232t)/8, u is the tilt angle of the bulk
director at middle of the cell, andA is the cell area. By
settingdc equal toCE at V5Vc , we obtain

Vc5A 2

usin2uS dc

A/D2D dDE0D. ~16!

To determinedF , we note thatVF can be expressed as

VF5E0DA 18L1
3L112L2

u, ~17!

where K twist is written as 9L1S
2/2. EquatingVc and VF

yields

dF5Du2
9

312r

sin2u

dc/~A/D2!
. ~18!

For P550.0D and t521.0, we have u511.42° and
dc53.77231025 A/D2, from which one obtains
dF52.23103D. For most nematic liquid crystals,D ranges
from several tens of to a few hundred angstroms, there
dF can be larger than 10mm. With ueau;0.1,VF is usually
several volts, as is well known for the Fre´edericksz transition
@10,12#. Thus the field-induced transition can be easily re
ized, provided the textured substrates can be properly
pared. In Fig. 7, the dependence ofVc on d is depicted for
dF/10<d<dF . HereVc and the field-induced transition ar
calculated by minimizingCB1CS1CE . It is seen that the
heuristic relationVc}Ad, derived above, is well followed
The x state in the upper right region is separated from
yz state in the lower left region by a first order field-induc
transition.

ForV,VF , the field correlation lengthjE has been noted
to be larger than the cell thickness. Consequently, the di
tor configuration of theyz state remains almost invarian

FIG. 7. Phase diagram of the two bulk orientational states p
ted as a function of applied voltageV and the inverse cell thicknes
1/D. VF andDF are defined in the text.
re

l-
e-

e

c-

when the field is turned on. However, due to the existence
thex state, which is a little higher in energy than theyz state
at zero voltage, an abrupt change of the whole configura
can occur at a moderate voltageV<VF . In this case the
transition is actually determined by the boundary layer a
not by the field coherence length. This is not surprising sin
the surface anchoring is effectively weak due to the prox
ity to the phase transition point. When the startingyz state is
located far away from the transition point, thex state be-
comes inaccessible and the surface anchoring becomes e
tively strong. We conclude that microtextured substrates
provide the effective tuning of anchoring strength, varyi
continuously from the strong~away from the transition
point! to the weak~close to the transition point!.

B. The transverse field case

For electric field applied parallel to the substrate, t
field-induced free energy can also be calculated within
Frank-Oseen framework. It is clear that the orientatio
transitions can be induced by an in-plane field as well,
pending on its specific direction and the sign ofea . If
ea.0, a transition from theyz state to thex state can be
induced by a field in thex direction. If ea,0, the same field
can induce a transition from thex state to theyz state. The
same is true for a field in they direction. In particular, if
P→0, then the bulk directors of the two states are both
plane. Consequently, the vertical field can no longer ind
any transition, while the transverse field is still effective.

In the P→0 limit, the energy difference between thex
and they states is quite small. Fort521.0 andP545.0D,
we havecy2cx.4.631026 A/D2, which is much smaller
than cx2cyz.3.831025 A/D2 for t521.0 and P
550.0D, used in the previous subsection. For a unifo
transverse field in they direction, a transition from thex
state to they state can thus occur at the critical field streng

Ec5E0A2

u

cy2cx

A/D2

1

d/D
. ~19!

Using ea;0.1 andd;10 mm, we findEcd.0.24 V!VF .
This implies that the anchoring by the textured substrate
effectively very weak in the small periodicity limit.

VII. CONCLUDING REMARKS

What we have presented in this paper only serves to il
trate the possible orientational states and phase transi
associated with a class of substrates. It is obvious that
stripe pattern of alternating planar and homeotropic align
conditions by no means exhausts all possible patterns of
crotextures. For example, a stripe pattern of alternating
mogeneous aligning conditions of equal width, with neig
boring easy directions orthogonal to each other, can ind
two degenerate orientational states with bulk directors pa
lel to the substrate but orthogonal to each other. In particu
the effective anchoring strength can also be tuned by vary
the texturing periodicity and/or the temperature. In additio
two-dimensional textures are also of interest.

The dynamics associated with the field-induced orien
tional transitions is yet to be investigated. Since the anch

t-
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ing by textured substrates can be effectively weak, it is
special interest to investigate the transition dynamics in
boundary layer induced by voltages lower than that of
Fréedericksz transition. Work in this direction is presen
under way.
,
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